ABSTRACT

We use the tools of transaction cost politics (‘TCP’) developed from transaction cost economics and economic analysis, to analyse the business relationship building between the Hong Kong and Shanghai Banking Corporation (HSBC), the largest and most successful foreign bank in China and the Chinese government, between 1949 and 1978. We demonstrate the value of TCP-based approach to evaluating the specialised governance structure of trust. In particular, we identify several transaction attributes that give rise to hazards: transaction uncertainty, the role of the government in the economy and the strength of the supporting coalition. We also identify the difference between trust created through incentives by the government which was in a dominant position and trust applied to HSBC which was in a vulnerable position. Our analysis also confirms that the trust relationship between the international company and the local authorities did reduce the company’s transaction costs by guarding against the local authorities’ opportunism.

1. Introduction

Transaction cost economics has long been the focus of attention for business historians. It attributed the development of governance mechanisms for contracting, including relationship contracting, to the problems of bounded rationality and opportunism.2 Williamson proposed that credible commitments could be adopted to build the relationship contracting by reducing information asymmetry and opportunism.3 But transaction cost economics is mainly based on transactions between private parties. When the transaction is between the government and the private party, how should the private party reduce transaction costs? Unlike the transaction cost economics prescription of internalisation as a means to overcome contractual hazards in exchange and align the incentives of counterparties, investors facing hazards caused by government are unable to fully internalise their transactions with governments. How should the private party build a governance structure with local authorities? If the private party concerned is an international company, which factors would influence this relationship building?

1 Correspondence Address: Qing Lu, Sunderland Business School, The Reg Vardy Centre, St. Peter’s Way, Sunderland, SR6 0DD, UK. Email: Qing.Lu@sunderland.ac.uk
Henisz and Zelner apply the logic of comparative institutional analysis proposed by Williamson in transaction cost economics to the question of the governance of the relationship between private investors and the government. They identify political hazards as a crucial determinant of the choice of political governance and the transactional attributes that give rise to such hazards. They propose two stylised political governance structures that investors may employ to mitigate political hazards: ‘generalised’ governance and ‘specialised’ governance by comparing transactions with different levels of political hazards across institutional environments with different levels of national checks and balances and particularism. This paper will test empirically their proposed alignments by undertaking a case study of HSBC in China, the largest and most successful foreign bank in China, between 1949 and 1978, and analysing the relationship building between HSBC and the Chinese government. Though the relationship between HSBC and the Chinese government has been mainly built on business transaction rather than political transaction, it can still fit in with the framework regarding relationship building between the government and the private party.

Our contribution to the transaction cost theories is the following. First, it is among the few case studies analysing government – international company relationship in China’s service sector. Under the government controlled economy, the business – business transaction relationship was actually replaced by government – business transaction relationship and transaction cost is mainly influenced by the government due to its supreme power.

Second, this paper tests Henisz and Zelner’s transaction cost politics framework that as political hazards increase, private parties go for a specialised political governance structure with jurisdiction over policies of particular interest to them. In our study, this specialised governance structure is trust. In order to reduce transaction costs, the international company, without other support, has to achieve the local government’s trust. “Trust” is a term with many meanings. In the seminar series organised by Gambetta, a unified observation about trust was achieved: “There is a degree of convergence in the definition of trust which can be summarized as follows: trust … is a particular level of the subjective probability with which an agent assesses that another agent or group of agents will perform a particular action ….When we say we trust someone or that someone is trustworthy, we implicitly mean that the probability that he will perform an action that is beneficial or at least not detrimental to us is high enough for us to consider engaging in some form of cooperation with him.” This paper follows this definition of trust.

Third, this paper shows that there is a distinction between trust created through incentives and trust applied to situations in which players retain a vulnerability to the actions and choices of others. Such a distinction is important, because economists generally have little understanding of trust and its role in economic exchanges, particularly in the absence of incentives for trustworthiness in others. While not the
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first paper to argue that there are different types of trust, this paper is among the few that shows the distinction between the above two types of trust by means of a case study. It shows that the Chinese government was in dominant position in this trust building while the international company was in a vulnerable position.

2. Transaction hazard background

2.1 China’s institutional environment and the central government’s control over foreign companies 1949-1951

The basic determinants of the Chinese government’s treatment of foreign investors after 1949 were the ideologies of nationalism and anti-imperialism. Chairman Mao clearly declared in his much-publicised opening address to the Chinese people’s Consultative Conference on 21 September 1949, “The Chinese people have stood up! China will never again be an insulted nation”. In the Common Programme, issued a week later, the Chinese central government emphasised that “all privileges of imperialist countries in China must be abolished”.

The Chinese government did not have a good impression of the early foreign banks because before 1949 they posed a threat to China’s economic development. This historical threat was manifest in the fact that foreign banks, supported by their home country’s governments, had a strong influence not only over China’s banking sector but also over the Chinese economy and politics. In addition, the Chinese government was also unhappy with the manner in which foreign powers achieved their maximum advantage to the detriment of China’s economy, i.e. they lacked commitment to China’s market. As a result, the Chinese government lacked trust in the foreign banks. In order to facilitate the central government’s control of the banking sector, a mono-banking system was adopted. The People’s Bank of China (PBC) functioned as the central bank and the Bank of China (BOC), as a department of PBC, was responsible for the execution of duties relating to control over foreign exchange and for the handling of foreign exchange.

The eradication of the remnants of imperialism in China, however, did not mean that China would not have any relationships with Western countries. The Chinese central
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8 Renmin ribao, 22 September 1949.


government were prepared to establish both political and economic relationships with Western nations on the basis of equality. In order to restore the war-damaged economy, the Chinese central government initially guaranteed the protection of foreign nationals and their property during 1948 and 1949, despite its intention to establish a socialist society, thus eliminating Western influence.  

Foreign banks were expected to help the Chinese government to resolve the problem of foreign exchange shortages by financing China’s exports. The Chinese central government, therefore, chose foreign banks with an existing business in foreign exchange operations as “Appointed Banks”, to buy and sell foreign exchange on behalf of BOC. Since HSBC had a long established reputation in the finance of China’s foreign trade and as a good relationship had been established between the various overseas offices of HSBC and BOC before 1949, BOC tried to persuade the former to take part in financing China’s exports. HSBC, from 1949, was appointed as an “Appointed Bank”, under the control of BOC.

The level of activity and profitability of Western investors, however, was still affected by the Chinese central government’s decision to establish the economy ‘under the leadership of the state-owned economy’. Although the period 1949-51 saw cooperation between the Chinese government and the private sector, the government had began to control the private sector and made preparations for ‘the socialist transformation of capitalist industry and commerce’. As a result, the central government exerted control over foreign trade and the economic environment of Western investors. For example, the government both increased the level of state participation in trading operations and implemented stricter foreign trade controls. From early 1950, a number of national trading corporations were established, so as to monopolise foreign trade. By the end of 1950, the state trading companies already controlled 53% of the total value of foreign trade. The authorities also took control of both the supply of raw materials to Western enterprises and the market for their products. These policies signalled to Western investors that, in future, exploitation of China would not be tolerated. For their part, Western investors began to fear that the Chinese government would follow the Soviet Union in totally exploiting and eliminating Western interests.

The international institutional environment, however, intensified Chinese nationalism and anti-imperialism and worsened the relationship between the Chinese government and Western countries. In November 1949, the US imposed an embargo on exports of strategic goods to China, this being followed by more general restrictions on trade, in the December of that year. The outbreak of the Korean War caused a further tightening of the Western economic embargo on China. On the 16th December 1950, the US government issued a freezing order, which froze all Chinese-owned US dollar
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assets. The Chinese government, in response, took over the American assets in China. In May 1951, the United Nations imposed an embargo on trade with China.\(^{19}\)

The freezing order and embargo generated Chinese suspicion and ill feeling toward foreign business and encouraged barter trade. In February 1951, the Chinese central government promulgated regulations that no goods were to leave China until imports of an equal value (or foreign exchange) had arrived in China.\(^{20}\) In March 1951, a Barter Exchange was established in Shanghai, in order to link importers and exporters and applicants for foreign exchange.\(^{21}\)

The Western investors’ situation was further worsened by the Chinese government refusing to talk to them. Some British businessmen attempted to discuss their problems with high level Chinese government officials but no one wished to entertain them.\(^{22}\) An information asymmetry between the Chinese government and Western investors was thus formed and was compounded by the fact that both parties were operating within different paradigms. The Chinese government wanted to maximise economic growth and at the same time avoid the exploitation by Western countries. Western investors feared that the communist Chinese government, believing that the expropriators should be expropriated, would exploit and even eliminate their presence.

2.2 The HSBC’s vulnerable position

2.2.1 Government control and the HSBC’s transaction costs

The information asymmetry and the Chinese government’s ideology of anti-imperialism and nationalism triggered the latter’s opportunistic behaviour towards foreign enterprises, including Western banks, which greatly increased the latter’s transaction costs. First, foreign enterprises were levied a heavy taxation. Many enterprises predicted that they might well be crippled by the levy, however, there appeared to be no alternative but to meet the demands.\(^{23}\)

Second, foreign banks’ business was highly uncertain. It was strictly controlled by BOC and the latter could raise or lower the foreign banks’ profits by changing the amount of business which it offered to them.\(^{24}\) The normal business – business transaction relationship was actually replaced by a government – business transaction relationship. As an ‘Appointed Bank’, HSBC was extremely restricted in its business operations.\(^{25}\) In Shanghai it suffered from increasing losses after 1949.\(^{26}\) Other foreign banks and Chinese banks also suffered losses after 1949 and by June 1950, the
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number of bank failures in the four principal financial centres had reached 101 in Shanghai, 50 in Tientsin, 25 in Peking and 12 in Wuhan.27

Third, as a protection against increasing inflation, the Chinese government linked wages to a basic commodity: millet in the north and rice in Shanghai. Because of the continuously increasing inflation, this policy proved to be extremely burdensome on foreign enterprises.28 In addition, firms were not allowed to fire redundant staff or to close down and place their properties on a caretaker basis. Managers were harassed by staff and workers, with foreigners being subject to restricted freedom of movement within China.29 Foreign businessmen were held personally responsible for the failure of their companies to pay wage or taxation demands. It seemed to foreign banks that future business would become increasingly costly.30 In addition, the growth of inter-government barter trade after 1949 and the control of foreign exchange business by BOC left very little opportunity for the remaining traders and banks.31

2.2.2 The HSBC’s commitment ignored by the Chinese government

The information asymmetry and the government control policy placed HSBC in a vulnerable position. Despite HSBC’s losses after 1949, its head office did not propose to close its offices in China immediately. While the Guangzhou, Chongqing, Hankou, Qingdao, Nanjing and Mukden branches had closed before the establishment of the PRC in 1949, only one branch, the Xiamen branch, was closed in 1950.32 Despite HSBC’s branches in China undertaking unremunerative work, the bank still felt optimistic about its business in China’s market.33

As a result of HSBC’s continuous losses after 1949, its head office decided, however, to reduce the number of offices in China to the absolute minimum. It was, however, not in favour of complete closure in China and insisted on keeping its Shanghai branch.34 It still expected to undertake China’s foreign trade finance at the request of BOC.35 The Shanghai branch was the head office of HSBC in China. It had also been HSBC’s first branch in China, being established along with the Hong Kong branch, in 1865. The two names were linked to form the bank’s name: the Hongkong and Shanghai Banking Corporation, which clearly reflects the importance of the Shanghai and Hong Kong branches in history of the organisation. The insistence of maintaining the Shanghai branch implied HSBC’s minimum commitment to the Chinese government.

28 China Association Minutes and Circulars, Memorandum for the press regarding the situation in Shanghai, 4 August 1949.
29 F. King, Volume IV, op. cit. 382.
30 PRO, FO 371/99299, letter W. T. Yoxall to A. Morse, 10th January 1952.
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2.2.3 Lacking support from the British government

The British government valued its relationship with the Chinese government for a number of reasons. Firstly, trade with China had always been an important part of British policy towards East Asia. Sino-British trade had prospered for more than 100 years, to the benefit of the British. In view of its economic difficulties in the post-1945 period and the dollar gap, the British government was particularly keen to develop trade relations with China.

Secondly, Britain had already invested in building hospitals, education, medical, welfare and missionary work in China. In the beginning, nearly half of the foreign investment in China was from Britain and by 1952, British investment in China was valued at approximately £250 million. The United Kingdom had many more potential ‘hostages’ in China than the Chinese had in the United Kingdom.

Thirdly, China played an important role in the Far Eastern region, where Britain had strong political interests. Soviet control and domination of the eastern half of Europe had threatened the security of Western Europe and thus the British government hoped to deter China from permanently aligning with the Soviet Union, by maintaining reasonable and friendly relations with China.

In addition, there was the importance of Hong Kong to Britain and the dependence of Hong Kong on China. For Britain, Hong Kong was a valuable trading post where British firms maintained a dominant position. At the end of the Second World War, Hong Kong’s relations with China were also an important aspect of Britain’s strategic and commercial policy. It was estimated that by 1949 British investment in Hong Kong had reached about £350 million. If trade were interfered with or critically declined, Hong Kong could not possibly maintain its economy or support its population of 2,500,000 people. In addition, Hong Kong depended on China for a considerable part of its food supply, particularly fresh food, which could not easily be obtained from elsewhere and also for its water supply. This placed Hong Kong in an extremely vulnerable position.

As a result of the aforementioned situation, in order to protect its interests in China, Britain sought to maintain commercial links with China despite the change in regime after 1949. The British government was the first western government to announce recognition of the PRC, in January 1950. Although some of the Chinese government policy was deemed to be unsympathetic, the British government did not give up its policy of establishing a long-term peaceful relationship with China. Even when it
placed an obstructive embargo on China in May 1951, as a result of incessant pressure from the U.S., the British government kept negotiating with the U.S. government regarding reducing controls over China.\textsuperscript{48} The above analysis of the British government’s interests implies that HSBC’s interests alone were insufficient to gain the British government’s support at the expense of the government’s wider interests.

2.2.4 The HSBC’s blocked closure

The restricted and limited business opportunities and high transaction costs in China’s market, ignored commitment and the lack of the British government’s support eventually led HSBC to conclude that its period of usefulness as a bank in China was at an end and that it was no longer wanted in the country. HSBC thus gave up its previous strategy of continuing its operation in China and adopted a policy of ‘trade with China rather than trade in China’.\textsuperscript{49} Thus, HSBC would prefer to finance China’s trade through branches outside China, especially the Hong Kong branches, rather than through branches in China.

HSBC’s closure process was however obstructed by the Chinese government. Because of the United States Treasury’s freezing order, the Chinese government asked foreign banks to release the frozen US dollars held by them as a prerequisite to their closure. Since HSBC held BOC’s US dollar assets which were frozen in the United States, its closure process was also obstructed by the Chinese government. The total balances of HSBC in China, which were held in the United States, amounted to $US 2.7 million.\textsuperscript{50} The Korean War and the US Treaty thus gave the Chinese government additional bargaining power.

In addition to the difficulties arising from the blocked US dollars, a further complication was the problem of “revaluation” of foreign banks’ pre-war local currency deposits. In 1951, the PBC verbally demanded that HSBC deposit foreign currency with BOC, Hong Kong, to the equivalent of US $1 for every C.N.$20, for the total CN$ liabilities of the Swatow Office, as at 8\textsuperscript{th} December 1941.\textsuperscript{51}

This demand, however, arose from the Chinese central government’s opportunism. Firstly, HSBC had paid twice for the local currency deposits held before the 1946 Liberation War. The first time of their repayment was at the end of the Japanese occupation in 1945, the second being in 1947.\textsuperscript{52} Secondly, the requirement made HSBC responsible for the local currency devaluation. This was contrary to the internationally accepted procedure and equity that banks should not be held responsible for the depreciation in value of a national currency.\textsuperscript{53} Thirdly, a large proportion of the balances outstanding were due to foreign nationals and firms outside China, to whom remittance could not be made under the Exchange Control Regulations in China.\textsuperscript{54} Accounts of foreign nationals and firms who had left the
country should be settled outside China, owing to the ban on remittances. Because of these problems, HSBC refused to satisfy the verbal demand. Without paying the pre-war liabilities, however, HSBC was blocked in its closure process.

The Labour Union also asked foreign banks to pay local staff severance payments and listed this as a prerequisite for foreign banks’ closure. HSBC Tientsin branch signed an agreement with the representatives of its Labour Union, after the Manager in Tientsin informed the staff that the branch had been instructed to close. The bank had already deposited approximately RMB 3,000 million with PBC to cover payments due. The Union, however, put forward a further demand for a severance allowance of RMB 35 million per person, plus a repatriation allowance of RMB 3.5 million per person, which, in fact, violated the agreement signed between the Union and the Tientsin branch. There had been other instances of Labour Unions violating the agreements, such as in the cases of the Shell Company and the local French Consulate. As the number of alien residents and foreign concerns decreased, the rapacity of the Chinese workers towards the remainder seemed to intensify while the foreign companies’ position seemed to get worse.

Because of the Labour Union’s opportunism, there was a wide difference between the opinion of labour and that of management, as to what constituted a reasonable and fair settlement. HSBC did not receive any assistance from the Labour Bureau and to make matters worse, from autumn 1951 to late summer of 1952, the ‘Three-Anti’ and Five-Anti’ movements arose. Any changes in staff arrangements thus became virtually impossible. The hard bargaining between HSBC and the Chinese government implied the HSBC’s vulnerable position. It lacked the government’s trust though it had shown its commitment.

3 The incentives for the Chinese government to build a trust relationship with HSBC

3.1 The importance to the Chinese government of maintaining a relationship with the British government

The Chinese government valued the good relationship with the British government as it had a large amount of assets in British territory. For example, the Chinese government had substantial deposits in British banks, such as the Hong Kong branch of HSBC. BOC had organisations, valuable buildings and personnel in various places in the Sterling area, where it enjoyed equal privileges with British nationals. Sterling was also one of the main foreign currencies used by the Chinese banks.
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Schenk found that ‘China’s earnings of HK dollars were almost entirely converted to sterling, which was the preferred currency for China’s foreign exchange reserves, given the political conflict with the USA’. 64

The Chinese government expected to develop a trade relationship with the British Commonwealth. 65 Britain was also a major importer of Chinese products. 66 In addition, Hong Kong was an important port for China’s foreign trade. The embargoes did not sever the economic links between China and Hong Kong. Schenk maintained that Hong Kong had become a more important trading partner to China since the embargo. 67 The Chinese government earned a substantial surplus from exports to Hong Kong throughout the 1950’s and 1960’s. This surplus was China’s most valuable source of foreign exchange, since these exports earned convertible Hong Kong dollars, which were then used to build up reserves and to finance imports. 68

The importance of maintaining a good relationship with the British government encouraged the Chinese central government to show good will to the British banks. For example, the Chinese central government adopted a differential approach to other foreign banks’ failure to repay the pre-war liabilities, in order to show its credible commitment to the British banks. Unlike its treatment of the British banks in offering them business, the Chinese central government charged the National City Bank of New York manager in Shanghai for refusing to pay pre-liberation deposits, in violation of the law. 69

3.2 The importance of HSBC to the Chinese government

Given the embargos and frozen US dollar assets, the bulk of China’s foreign trade was conducted on a government-to-government basis, either by barter or reciprocal contracts. 70 The knowledge capital of HSBC in government-to-government trade was thus appreciated by the Chinese central government. 71 Most Sino-Japanese trade was financed through HSBC and BOC in Hong Kong. 72 In 1952, substantial trade agreements were reached at the International Economic Conferences in Moscow and East Berlin. 73 The Chinese central government valued the presence of the British banks in relation to this trade relationship, especially HSBC. 74
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The dominant position of HSBC in Hong Kong’s financial market and the importance
of the financial relationships between Hong Kong and China helped to strengthen the
importance of HSBC to the Chinese central government. The main financial link
between Hong Kong and China after 1951 was by means of remittances. A large
number of remittances from overseas Chinese to their relatives in China were made
through banks in Hong Kong. Schenk’s study argues that these financial
relationships are also important in understanding the subsequent position of British
banks, especially HSBC, in the Chinese government’s policy. In Hong Kong, HSBC
was the major note-issuing bank, issuing 90% of the Hong Kong currency, the
remainder being issued by the Mercantile Bank and the Chartered Bank. BOC in
Hong Kong greatly relied on HSBC’s co-operation to carry out its business. HSBC
had, throughout, co-operated with BOC in financing China’s trade in Hong Kong. In
addition, there was a good relationship between BOC’s and the HSBC’s various
overseas offices. The exchange sterling of HSBC was largely sold to BOC.

Though HSBC was a member of the Exchange Banks’ Association and had been
established and run by the British, the name of HSBC reflecting two Chinese cities,
namely Hong Kong and Shanghai, illustrated its close relationship with China. In
particular, it was registered in Hong Kong, the management of the bank was firmly
located in Hong Kong and its policy decisions were made in Hong Kong based on
local conditions and information, which was different from other British banks, thus it
appealed to the Chinese central government who were prepared to deposit large sums
with the bank. As a result, HSBC not only held far more of the Chinese
government’s deposits than other foreign bank but it also had significantly more assets
in China than other foreign banks. This reflected the importance of HSBC to the
Chinese government.

3.3 The Chinese central government’s hints to HSBC: the Chinese government need
the bank

Given the importance of maintaining a good relationship with the British government
and the importance of HSBC to the Chinese economy, it is not surprising that after the
bank applied for closure, the Chinese central government began to take measures
indicating that it was likely to be more sympathetic to the bank in future. First of all,
there was improved communication and contact between HSBC and the Chinese
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central government, especially BOC, which represented the authority’s will.\textsuperscript{82}

Secondly, while HSBC’s closure application did not receive permission from the Chinese government, the BOC made repeated approaches to offer business to the HSBC’s Shanghai branch.\textsuperscript{83} The offer indicated a desire on the part of the Chinese central government to avoid taking drastic action against the British banks because they had decided that the banks could still be of use to them. The preference of the Chinese central government for HSBC was reflected by the fact that by May 1954, the Chinese central government looked primarily to HSBC for co-operation over future trade but ignored other British banks in this respect.\textsuperscript{84}

Thirdly, the Chinese central government helped HSBC to solve its troubles. For example, on 20\textsuperscript{th} February 1953, the Chinese central government promulgated regulations for the repayment of bank deposits lodged before the 1949 “liberation” and still outstanding, replacing the oral requirements of 1950.\textsuperscript{85} According to the promulgated regulation, HSBC’s liabilities were reduced to £100,000, the Chartered Bank’s £45,000, and the Mercantile Bank’s £15,000.\textsuperscript{86} HSBC also received the government’s permission to sell its Peking premises to the Indian Embassy, in order to help it to pay for pre-war liabilities.\textsuperscript{87}

4 The HSBC’s vulnerable position in building a trust relationship with the Chinese government

4.1 Lack of support from the British government

HSBC’s original strategy was to withdraw from China. In order to realise this strategy, it had to solve the problems caused by the frozen US dollar assets, pre-war liability repayment and labour union trouble. HSBC had expected that the British government might make representation to the Chinese government and take other actions in order to assist HSBC in solving these problems and help facilitate the closure process, such as the British government exploiting the prosperous presence of BOC in the British territory.\textsuperscript{88} To solve the pre-war liabilities repayment problem, HSBC proposed a protest strategy and the British government was expected not only to protest against the application of the unreasonable pre-liberation liabilities regulations to the British banks in China, but also to give notice that they would deny to the British banks the right to transfer currency to China to comply with the regulations.\textsuperscript{89} In this sense, HSBC hoped to avoid the responsibility and transfer the blame for their repayment
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refusal to the British government and transfer the problem between the British banks and the Chinese government, to become a problem between the British government and the Chinese government.

Since maintaining economic and political contact with the PRC was deemed essential for protecting British interests in China and in the Far East, the British government declined to risk a political falling out over the difficulties of private interests in China. HSBC’s closure strategy, retaliation suggestions and protest plan thus did not receive the British government’s support. The bank thus remained exposed and unsupported.

Without the British government’s support, HSBC’s opportunism was limited and it had to deal with the Chinese government directly, to try to solve the troubles through making some credible commitment to demonstrate its good faith. Facing the Chinese government’s good will, HSBC had to demonstrate its appreciation. Consequently, it decided to send representation to New York to ask the US Treasury to release the blocked US dollar assets of its branches in China. It did this rather than pay the equivalent value to the Chinese, because it was afraid of the Chinese government’s opportunism and that the payment might easily be taken as evidence of weakness, leading to increased pressure on the staff. The representations continued until September 1953, when the United States Government yet again turned down a request for the unfreezing of British banks’ frozen dollar assets.

In 1954, HSBC took advantage of the British Trade Delegation visit to Peking and sent its representative to talk to the Chinese authorities about its commitment to them. The representative told the Chinese central government that HSBC had done all that it could in Washington to achieve unfreezing the US dollar assets but it failed. The government had thought that the failure of repayment was attributed to HSBC’s non-cooperation and thus the representative’s explanation helped to relieve the government’s suspicion toward HSBC. Because of the foreign exchange shortage of the Chinese government, this explanation of HSBC’s efforts in trying to help China to resolve the frozen US dollar problem also helped HSBC earn the goodwill of the Chinese authorities.

At the request of the Chinese central government, in 1954 HSBC proposed a credit line which would facilitate Sino-Anglo trade. In addition, HSBC was heavily involved in financing China’s trade through BOC’s Hong Kong office. A good relationship had been built up between HSBC and BOC and especially with the China
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Resources Company in Hong Kong.  

The problem of frozen US dollars and pre-war liabilities repayment had not, however, been resolved. Unemployment loomed large as a problem and the Chinese authorities launched a campaign against it. They were reluctant to allow closure, not only of HSBC but of all firms, especially the larger ones, regardless of nationality.

By now, the HSBC’s officers realised that any overt attempt to close down their business might upset the Chinese government, to the detriment of HSBC’s position in China. They also began to realise that the Chinese government had no intention of letting HSBC permanently withdraw. It seems, also, that the commitments offered to the Chinese government were being acknowledged, as BOC officers increasingly visited HSBC’s Shanghai branch offering it business. Trust, it would appear, was already being established between the two parties.

Without the British government’s support, as a result of the demands and requirements of the Chinese government and HSBC’s fear of damaging its relationship with the government, the Shanghai branch closure was not carried out. The fact that HSBC retained its Shanghai Office was the result of not only accepting the Chinese government’s goodwill but also of showing its great forbearance to the adverse situation caused by the ideology of nationalism and anti-imperialism. It had to endure unfair competition with BOC and the restrictions imposed on its managers’ social life. It tried its best, however, to tolerate its non-privileged conditions, in order not to upset the Chinese authorities. HSBC’s forbearance and the sacrifice of its short-term interests, demonstrated its vulnerable position in building a trust relationship with the Chinese government.

4.2 Competition from the Chartered Bank

The HSBC’s commitment to the Chinese government was also a result of competition with other foreign banks and HSBC’s wish to maintain its dominant position among foreign banks. Despite HSBC’s group action strategy, it never overlooked the competition between itself and other foreign banks, especially the Chartered Bank. During the period when HSBC was considering post-closure position in China, the Chartered Bank had applied to withdraw its closure application. The HSBC head office thought that the Chartered Bank’s action would harm its improved relationship with the Chinese authorities and would be harmful to its interests in China, thus encouraging it to withdraw its closure application.

Without British government support, HSBC’s problem solving depended on the Chinese government’s support and it thus emphasised building a good relationship with the latter. The Chartered Bank’s withdrawal of its closure application and the
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Chinese government’s expectation of HSBC’s withdrawal of its original application to close, forced HSBC to change its previous closure policy and to continue its presence in China.\textsuperscript{103} The head office of HSBC accepted the Shanghai manager’s advice and withdrew the application to close the Shanghai branch by June 1955. It decided to remain in China as long as was permitted by the Chinese authorities.\textsuperscript{104}

Since business development was an important requirement of the Chinese government of foreign banks, good results from these banks would be regarded as indicative of a strong commitment to the government on the part of the former. Whenever HSBC found its business poorer than the Chartered Bank’s, it would take measures to improve its business.\textsuperscript{105}

5 Government trust and the HSBC’s improved position

5.1 Government trust and the HSBC’s problem solving

HSBC’s co-operation and commitment helped it to build trust with the Chinese government and guard against the government’s opportunism. This trust not only relieved its pressure to repay the frozen US dollar assets but also facilitated its negotiations with the Chinese government regarding its pre-war liabilities.\textsuperscript{106} These negotiations were based on the idea of “all-for-all”. Its main idea was that HSBC would hand over all its buildings and properties in China as collateral for all pre-war liabilities.\textsuperscript{107} Finally, the agreement based on the concept of “all-for-all”, was signed on 26th April 1955.\textsuperscript{108} Unlike HSBC, which enjoyed the Chinese government’s trust and support and signed the Agreement with its closure application, the Chartered Bank, without this trust and support, had to apply to withdraw its closure application before signing the Agreement.\textsuperscript{109}

The government’s restricted opportunism also had some positive effects on HSBC’s closure programme. The reduction of staff and office closures continued and after 1955, only 2 foreign staff remained in China.\textsuperscript{110} Compared with other foreign firms in China, HSBC had achieved much: the closure of agencies and the transfer of liability to the Shanghai branch, large reductions in staff and the agreement regarding liquidation. Most foreign firms had to be burdened with these problems until they eventually met their liabilities and withdrew.\textsuperscript{111}

In order to show the government’s restricted opportunism and provide positive signal to HSBC, the Chinese government also differentiated between HSBC and the Chartered Bank, in terms of the frozen US dollar repayment. In March 1962, the
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Chartered Bank, although enjoying a privileged position in China due to its long history of trade in this country, received instructions from BOC that it must pay for the blocked US dollar assets.\footnote{112} As there was little hope of any progress being made with the U.S., these repayments caused difficulties.\footnote{113} As the Chartered Bank did not wish to be forced out of China, it agreed to pay BOC the equivalent of the frozen dollars in some other currency. It hoped that this would be accepted as a gesture to the Chinese authorities, which might enable it to remain.\footnote{114} Payment was made to BOC in August 1962.\footnote{115} HSBC, on the other hand, did not receive such a request from BOC.

Although profit remittance of foreign enterprises was prohibited, the HSBC Shanghai branch did receive permission to remit HK$29,000 to head office in 1962. The Shanghai branch of the Chartered Bank also received the government’s permission to remit some profits to its head office but the amount was less.\footnote{116} Since that time, the remittance has never ceased (See Table 7.1). The remittance permission once again reflected the Chinese government’s credible commitment to HSBC and the improved relationship between HSBC and the Chinese government. HSBC thus received new privileges in China.

Table 1 The remittance of profits by HSBC’s Shanghai branch 1963-1971

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Profit Remitted (HK$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1963</td>
<td>16000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1964</td>
<td>25000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1965</td>
<td>45000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1966</td>
<td>50000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1967</td>
<td>48000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1968</td>
<td>42000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1969</td>
<td>40000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1970</td>
<td>56650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1971</td>
<td>123460.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


In appreciation of the Chinese government’s evident commitment to HSBC, it finally made the decision to repay the frozen US dollars in 1965 though the U.S. Treasury Authorities indicated that the U.S. dollars would remain blocked in the U.S.\footnote{117} After a period of fifteen years, this problem was finally resolved and HSBC decided to maintain its Shanghai branch. The trust between HSBC and the Chinese government as regards the financing of China’s trade had been established.

\footnote{113} Ibid.
\footnote{116} HSBC Group Archives, GHO 157, letter W. A. Stewart to F. J. Knightly, 7th August 1963.
\footnote{117} HSBC Group Archives, GHO 157, Shanghai Office - Closure, March 1962; PRO, FCO 21/96, Confidential.
5.2 Government trust and the HSBC’s business development

The Chinese government’s trust towards HSBC also reduced its transaction costs by reducing business uncertainty. From 1956, Britain gradually began to remove the commodities on the embargo list and Sino-Anglo trade began to increase. In return, BOC offered increased business to the HSBC Shanghai branch.\(^ {118}\) BOC also kept its word by arranging sufficient business to the Shanghai branch to enable it to pay its way.\(^ {119}\)

In return for the Chinese government’s preferential treatment concerning frozen US dollar repayment and the profit remittance permission, HSBC actively encouraged its Shanghai branch to expand its business operations and retaliatory proposals were dropped.\(^ {120}\) The Shanghai branch of HSBC responded positively by financing China’s trade using its own foreign exchange. Between 1959 and 1961, as a result of the extension of its business contacts with Correspondent Banks throughout the world and with the assistance from the various state trading corporations and BOC, the Shanghai branch of HSBC earned a profit of some RMB 62,000. With the government’s trust, the business of HSBC’s Shanghai branch has since expanded continuously, even at the climax of the Cultural Revolution, 1966-1970.\(^ {121}\) Its profits gradually increased up to 1970 and then sharply increased up to 1973 (See Figure 7.1).
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6. Conclusion

We have analysed a long-term business relationship building between an international company, HSBC and the Chinese central government in light of the insight provided by the work of Oliver Williamson on ‘transaction cost economics’ and Witold Henisz and Bennet Zelner on ‘transaction cost politics (TCP)’. We have tried to illustrate our points by reference to the voluminous public record of documents and HSBC’s archives. In doing so, we believe that we have demonstrated the value of the TCP-based approach in evaluating the specialised governance structure of trust. In particular, we have identified several transaction attributes that give rise to hazards: transaction uncertainty, the role of the government in the economy and the strength of the supporting coalition. As opposed to Henisz and Zelner’s analysis in which the choice of the governance structure is made by private parties, this paper shows that private parties, facing government control, were in a vulnerable position in building a trust relationship with the government.

We have also identified the difference between trust created through incentives by the government which was in a dominant position and trust applied to HSBC which was in a vulnerable position. The motivation for the Chinese government to trust the international company was positively related to the importance of maintaining a good relationship with the international company’s home country government and the importance of the international company to the Chinese government. Our analysis also confirms that the trust relationship between HSBC and the Chinese government did reduce the HSBC’s transaction costs by guarding against the Chinese government’s opportunism.

Our case study, however, analyses the situation in China’s service sector before China’s open and reform. The current Chinese economy is a government oriented market economy, rather than a central government controlled economy. The central government still plays a very important role in the economy but regional government has gained certain significant power in controlling the regional economy. What is the state of the current relationship building between the international company and the Chinese government? The resumption of Chinese sovereignty in 1997 has been followed by major changes in Hong Kong's financial relations with the Mainland’s economy, encouraged by the modernisation and liberalisation of the Mainland’s own financial institutions. This period has also witnessed considerable changes in Hong Kong's relations with the financial systems of the Asian region and with international financial markets. It would be interesting to explore how these changes have affected the relationship between HSBC and the Chinese government. All of these questions require further research by developing and testing empirically the transaction cost politics approach proposed by Henisz and Zelner.